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In light of the recent EXa meetings and representations at Discovery park, I am once again
writing  to the Examining Authority. 

In my last submissions I mentioned Db levels and noise . I note that Five10Twelve has
independently paid for and submitted noise contours produced by the CAA.  Astonishingly,
that given they have used the same fleet mix as RSP, these new  noise contours have
produced different results. How is this possible? Why was the CAA not used by RSP to
produce their (insufficient) noise contours? I feel it is an attempt to mislead residents and
indeed the EXa of the true extent of the noise and suffering we will be exposed to. I also
note that some of the fleet mix used cannot be used as a  Cargo plane surely, they are
rather small.  Does this further suppress the true extent of the noise we will be exposed
to? 
 I would like to point out that my house falls in the 60dbLeq contour, but, by RSP criteria I
am not entitled to any kind of compensation for noise mitigation measures. Why is
compensation only payable at 63dbLeq when it is paid at 57dbLeq at London City airport
and 60dbLeq elsewhere. Although I mention compensation, it will not help me in any case.
I do not experience the aircraft going over my house as an average 60dbLeq, rather,
several incidents at 95db. How can this be tolerable . 
I care for two people, through Kent county council Shared lives scheme, with a LD. One
who is extremely sensitive to noise. This situation would be utterly devastating for them
and they would have to move, FAST. However, the worst thing about this is, if this DCO
were to be granted, I will lose a person, possibly two, who has/have become part of my
family. I will also lose my income and possibly my home, as I will have no means to pay my
mortgage. I will, most probably, be unable to sell my (by then, reduced in value) house to
move elsewhere. I do not envisage anyone wishing to buy a home enduring 95db levels of
noise several times an hour. An extremely bleak future to look forward to for all of us. 
Again I mention that Shared lives families live all over Ramsgate, so it is possible we will all
experience the same fate. The Local Authority save a minimum of £26.000 PER PERSON,
PER YEAR, by placing them with families. It will place a large financial burden on Kent
county council if all of these people had to be taken back in to LA care.  £2.6 Million
pounds, minimum, PER YEAR per 100 placements. Not an insignificant amount to be added
to their budget every year for social care.
https://www.kent.gov.uk/social-care-and-health/care-and-support/housing-and-care-
homes/supported-housing/sharing-a-home/become-a-shared-lives-host

I am still to be convinced that this is an NSIP and I trust you are too, as there appears
still to be no evidence of it. 

Please note, I have not attached RSP noise contours, or Five10Twelve's as I am aware you
already have these.
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